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Vacation Rental Comments
Lopez Letter to Planning Commission re Vacation Rentals

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

*This letter was posted 5 days ago on a petition site and garnered 240 signatures and 70 comments from Lopez Island
residents. Please also see letter below signatures from local business owner Jean Perry.
Dear Planning Commissioners,
Lopez Island is experiencing a dramatic increase in full time occupancy of second homes and new home construction, on
top of an increase in tourism. Covid and climate change create uncertainty about the long term impacts of this growth.
Local residents must be given priority to essential services including housing, healthcare, water and ferries. Vacation
rentals (VR) serve those fortunate enough to own second homes while causing negative impacts to the many. Capping the
number of VR permits is one way that we can hit the 'pause' button to give us time to take stock of these impacts on our
community, our businesses and our ecosystems.
To address these problems, we propose the following:
 Freeze VR permits at the current active, compliant number for the duration of the moratorium while associated problems
are addressed, including lack of affordable housing, staff shortages at local businesses and limited water and
environmental resources. Issued permits that are currently non-active/non-compliant will not be approved for operation
during the moratorium.
We submit these further recommendations as the Planning Department moves forward with future discussions on the
short-term rental issue.
 Decouple permits from properties (when a property is sold the VR permit expires).
 Create time limits on VR permits to create fair and equal access (no more than 5 years). VR permits are issued only to
property owners who reside full-time on Lopez.
 VR permits will be gradually transitioned (after 5 years) so that no greater than 50% of permits will be allowed to entire
VR residences. The other 50% will be retained for full-time residents renting a room or rooms within their own homes.
Population growth combined with excess tourism on Lopez is unsustainable and compromising the lives of local residents.
Please see additional page/s below for background information concerning the impacts of vacation rentals on the Lopez
Island economy, ecosystem and quality of life.
Thank you for your time and attention.
The Lopez Community

Background Information—Vacation Rental Impacts on Lopez Island
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Affordable Housing
There has been a meteoric rise in vacation rentals on Lopez Island over the last ten years. Property prices and long-term
rentals have increased substantially and affordable housing is practically non- existent. Business owners are short-staffed
and often operate with unskilled, transient workers. Young families have left the island and been replaced by second home
owners.
Properties on Lopez are now being purchased exclusively for short-term rentals. Second homes owned by off-islanders
(formerly our “summer community”) have been turned into vacation rentals. Full-time residents have converted adjacent
homes from year-round rentals into Airbnbs. Our housing market is currently so tight that businesses are having difficulty
finding and retaining staff. Help- wanted signs hang everywhere. Some business owners are shortening hours and have
closed down for days at a time due to staff shortages. Some are considering closing down permanently. Even the new
Lopez School Superintendent had to live in a hotel in Burlington and commute daily to Lopez before finding temporary
housing.
Economic Concerns
During peak season, Lopez Village receives thousands of visitors looking for food and services which some businesses
find themselves unable to supply. Grocery stores have run out of stock and restaurants closed down from lack of product
and staff. Local business owners are distressed over the volume of tourists they are serving which compromises their
ability to serve local residents, or turn a profit. Lopez residents are finding food shelves empty at our grocery stores and
often find themselves waiting hours in line to catch a ferry for medical appointments.
Despite a dramatic rise in visitors, Lopez is not a tourist-driven economy. Over half of Lopez residents are retired and
many properties are second homes owned by non-residents. Our labor- force is primarily employed by year-round
businesses that rely on the year-round community for survival, not on tourism. Housing wealth—particularly wealth from
owning non-primary residences—has become unbalanced. The majority of our community do not benefit from vacation
rentals and experience negative impacts, including lack of housing, lack of workers and loss of ferry access. Residents are
now finding they need to leave for multiple days simply to make a medical appointment.
Vacation rentals also create generational inequity. Young people and working families are a higher proportion of the
population in the lower wealth tiers. Currently, a vacation rental owner can profit indefinitely and pass along their permit
to family members (permits are coupled with properties). A growth in vacation rentals coupled with no time limits on
permits will further aggravate the generational inequity, making it more difficult for our working families to survive,
despite our community's reliance on them.
Environmental and Cumulative Impacts
Thousands of visitors result in excess water usage, garbage production, overcrowding in public parks and long ferry lines.
Vacation rental owners, half of whom don’t live on Lopez, cannot monitor water usage from our finite well water.
Vacationers produce mounds of garbage and often leave rentals in a state of disrepair. Some local housecleaners now
refuse to service them. In parks, rare wild flowers and lichens are trampled, trees are carved and stripped of bark and
illegal campfires have already resulted in forest fires. Luckily minor ones, so far.
Lopez Solid Waste Disposal District (LSWDD) has seen a dramatic rise in garbage. LSWDD has gone from 239 tons of
garbage in the first half-year in 2017 to 396 tons the first half-year of 2021. July statistics from the Lopez Ferry Terminal
show a significant increase in both vehicle and foot traffic between 2019 and 2021. Locals needing to go off-island
routinely wait 2-3 hours in line, even for a “Lopez-only” ferry.
Housing Crisis and Affordability
Multiple studies conclude there is a clear link between vacation rentals and an increase in housing and rental prices.
A 2017 review by researchers from National Bureau of Economic Research and Universities found that an increase in
Airbnb listings leads to an increase in rents and housing prices. A 2017 study published in the latest edition of Journal
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Marketing Science found that the number of Airbnb listings in a zip code was associated with increases in property prices
and rental rates. In a 2019 report, The Economic Policy Institute stated that the presence of Airbnbs raises local housing
costs and that the beneficiaries are disproportionately white and high-wealth households.
Cities, towns and communities around the world are experiencing the same crisis we are facing in the San Juan Islands
and for the same reason. Bellingham, Washington, adopted regulations in order to “balance the economic opportunity
created by STRs with the need to maintain the city’s housing supply and protect the rights and safety of owners, guests
and neighbors.” In residential districts these regulations include: Permits limited to one per operator; the dwelling unit
hosting the STR must serve as the primary residence of the owner or long-term renter (with at least a 270-day lease) for at
least 270 days/year; and the whole unit may be rented no more than 95 days/year.

Signatures
1. Name: Raven Skyriver (ravenskyriver@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 11:46:40 Comments: Please
consider adopting these measures to insure housing for year round residents.
2. Name: Sandy Bishop (turtle@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 13:01:35 Comments:
3. Name: Nathan Donnelly (BeSatori@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 13:08:34 Comments: Things have
gotten so out of hand. Let's please take the reigns on this situation and stop resigning ourselves to
losing what this place is by selling it off. Our hands are not tied.
4. Name: joyce brinar (rejoyce@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 13:25:21 Comments: Thank you for your
time and attention. I have lived on Lopez for over 30 years and am very very concerned about our
future. Now is the time to act.
5. Name: Pat Torpie (pattorp@mac.com) on 2021-08-12 14:04:35 Comments:
6. Name: Kimberly Ann Foley (kimf@lopezislandpt.com) on 2021-08-12 14:36:08 Comments: My partner
Liz and I whole heartedly support these measures and recommendations!
7. Name: Sam Bernardi (samsart100@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 14:41:03 Comments:
8.
9.
10.
11.

Name: Elisabeth Robson (bethrobson@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: nancy bingham (naposaya@hotmail.com) Comments:
Name: Steven Wrubleski (wrubles@centurytel.net) Comments:
Name: Araminta Midkiff (aramintajm@gmail.com) Comments:

on 2021-08-12 14:43:21 on 2021-08-12 14:43:36
on 2021-08-12 14:53:56 on 2021-08-12 15:33:13
12. Name: Kerry Ratza (ehnoheee@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 15:35:36 Comments:
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Name: Doreen Kana (direenkana@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-12 15:36:07 Comments:
Name: Sarah Rucker (ruckers35@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 15:38:48 Comments:
Name: Alwyn Jones (rhythmrepairs@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 15:50:18 Comments:
Name: Lorna Reese (lornareese@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 15:53:29 Comments: A huge yes to this
proposal!
Name: Janet Yang (willowwear@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 15:54:20 Comments:
Name: Kirsten Kraushaar (kgkraushaar@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 15:57:41 Comments:
Name: Richard Ward (richardward42@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 16:00:12 Comments:
Name: Heather Mitchell (heatherkmitchell@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 16:01:34 Comments: I
completely support this letter with the exception of having all of the whole residence permits in the
urban growth area. Many businesses owners live in the urban growth area in land trust housing
because that is all they can afford. While I understand the need for and wisdom of an urban growth
3

21.
22.
23.
24.

area, having all of the major vacation rental impact in this area feels like it creates an unequal and
unnecessary burden on the environmental resources of the village and on those of us who live in the
village out of necessity. Please consider having some of the full residence permits scattered throughout
the island. Thank you!
Name: Judy Osmundson (josmundson@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 16:08:48 Comments: As a resident
of Lopez Island, I want to keep the rural flavor of our island in the hands of resident home owners and
permanent residents. We care the most and we matter the most in the running of island functions.
Name: Marly Schmidtke (marlyschmidtke@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 16:15:11 Comments:
Name: Wen Murphy (wlmurphy0423@outlook.com) on 2021-08-12 16:15:39 Comments:
Name: Deborah Gallegos (lopezbonecarver@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 16:16:21 Comments:
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25. Name: Sage Dilts (sage.anne@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 16:20:15
Comments: The islands have been marketed out for more tourism without anyway to support that
increase of people and demand for services; we have fewer services and local business than we used
to and a serious housing issue for workers and families. Vacation Rental permits are only part of the
story but a limit on them will at least help from the problems getting worse. The County can and should
do more to address the larger issues at play mentioned in the background information. Thank you for
taking the time to hear our concerns.
26. Name: Jessica Roberson (mejessie@rocketmail.com) on 2021-08-12 16:23:34 Comments: We've been
renting on Lopez island for the last 13 years. Recently a vacation rental company has been pursuing
our landlord, sending him letter after letter trying to entice him to turn his rental into a vacation rental.
There is no thought of the renters who basically depend on our landlords goodwill for a place to live.
We own a business on Lopez and are contributing members of our community. If we were to lose this
rental we would most likely have to leave the island as there are no rentals available and when one is it
is snapped up in an instant. The vacation rental business needs to have a cap on it or many people
such as us are in danger of losing our places of residence and having to leave the islands all together.
27. Name: Sorrel North (sorrel@seventhstone.net) on 2021-08-12 16:32:44 Comments:
28. Name: Breton Carter (breton.carter2@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 16:38:56 Comments:
29. Name: Scott Rozenbaum (rozewood@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 16:41:36 Comments:
30.
31.
32.
33.

Name: Julienne Battalia (julesgiaco@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: Helen Cosgrove (helco@rockisland.com) Comments:
Name: CLIVE PROUT (coachclive@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: Stephanie Smith (stephnrory@gmail.com) Comments:

on 2021-08-12 16:41:38 on 2021-08-12 16:47:59
on 2021-08-12 16:53:38 on 2021-08-12 17:14:20
34. Name: Kira Gates (kiragates93@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:15:05 Comments:
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Name: Sue McCullough (darvonsasha@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:20:45 Comments:
Name: Diana O'Daugherty (dianasaurusrex@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 17:23:35 Comments:
Name: Amber Post (amber_post@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 17:24:01 Comments:
Name: kenneth kerrugiaro (kferrug@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:24:22 Comments: I am so grateful
for this community, and all the folks who rallied to do this in times of need.
Name: Lars Boesen (lars@boesen.me) on 2021-08-12 17:24:57
Comments: Full time resident on Lopez. Full time residents builds a community not airbnb rentals.
Name: Doug Simmons (dougsimmons60@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:26:27 Comments:
Name: Mary J Reece (mreece1972@comcast.net) on 2021-08-12 17:26:54 Comments:
Name: Candace Downey (candacemaedowney@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:27:12 Comments:
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43. Name: Leslie Quenell (mossknitter@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:32:03 Comments:
44. Name: Sheila Simpson-Creps (scstudio@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 17:34:36 Comments: There
was some mention of water issues in this letter. There needs to be far greater concern about salt water
intrusion into the exisiting water systems.
I live next door to the Shoal Bay Water association wells, and some years ago, a geologist was hired to
examine the issue of salt water intrusion (which existed 10 years ago, or more). This water system
serves up to 40 lots. A majority of these homes are second homes and vacation rentals. As far as I
know, there is no metering on how much water each lot uses. Both the county and the state should be
monitoring the use of water in the islands, especially after the huge influx of tourists, and second home
owners during the last couple of years.
More VRs in this county should be curtailed, to keep it rural, not suburb. Not all VRs should be in Lopez
Village. Given how businesses cannot meet the needs of the current
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population, both full-time residents, and visitors, a complete cap on new VRs is necessary, until we can
support what already exists.
Thank you.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Name: Erin Saunders (erinlyndsay1983@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 17:36:59 Comments:
Name: Jennifer Sanford (szj2517@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:37:40 Comments:
Name: Barbara Swahlen (blsdvmonlopez@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:38:04 Comments:
Name: Sara Wysocki (sarawy@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:39:36 Comments:
Name: Jon Paynter (paynter.jon@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:39:58 Comments:
Name: Janet L Crossen (jcinwa1@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:40:05 Comments:
Name: Amelia Taylor (millataylor454@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:42:00 Comments:
Name: Liz malinoff (jlmal@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 17:42:38 Comments:
Name: Marisa S James (mjonyx@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:43:04 Comments:
Name: Jesse Hammond (pragmaticmusic@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:51:20 Comments:
Name: Steve Horn (steve@stevehorn.net) on 2021-08-12 17:52:41 Comments:
Name: Dana Brentson (danabrentson@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 17:53:18 Comments:
Name: Georgi Coquereau (georgi@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 17:58:25
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Comments: There needs to be a balance of morals, values, purpose, economics.
58. Name: Patricia Ward (frnstone@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 18:01:40
Comments: We have a housing and employment crisis. We need homes for our essential workers or
our community will collapse. The community’s needs must come before those of Vacation rentals.
59. Name: Brooks (crbbrooks@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:03:48 Comments: This is very important
60. Name: Renee Koplan (rjoyk@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 18:15:30 Comments:
61. Name: Taya Higgins (tayahiggins@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 18:17:38 Comments:
62. Name: Justin Reznick (ontheroad22@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:21:54 Comments:
63. Name: Elizabeth Clemetson (clemetson@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:22:44 Comments:
64. Name: Martin Fischer (martinjamesfischer@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:25:21 Comments: Please
limit VR use in the San Juan Islands thank you
65. Name: Rahman Anderson (rahmanwho@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 18:28:42 Comments: Thanks to
all involved for addressing this.
66. Name: Asia Citro (asiacitro@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:29:53 Comments:
67. Name: Deborah Fant (deborah.fant@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:30:12 Comments:
68. Name: Camilla Wilde (csloyd@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:35:49 Comments:
5

69. Name: Sue DuMond (suedumond@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:38:51 Comments:
70. Name: Callie North (northcallie@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:39:17 Comments: I have lived on
Lopez my entire life (33 years) and currently own a retail
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business owner in Lopez village going on 6 years now. I have seen unprecedented change in my short lifetime
and I fear where the islands community is heading. As business owner we have struggled to find employment
and have watched as many other businesses cut their hours dramatically due to shortage of employees —
most of which can be traced to lack of affordable housing. I would happily give up business from tourists if it
meant our community benefited as a whole.
I have witnessed young families be kicked out of their long term residents so they can be converted into short
term vacation rentals. I have also seen numerous families leave the island due to their inability to find housing.
We must think of our future as a community and prioritize the whole, not just the small group who stand to
financially benefit from VR’s. I fully support all points made here and urge the council to adopt this proposal.
Thank you.
71. Name: Randy Champagne (randy.champagne@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:40:55 Comments:
72. Name: Jane Marshall (islandmissjane@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:49:51 Comments:
73. Name: Chuenchom Sangarasri Greacen (chomsgreacen@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:53:0
Comments:
74. Name: Jeanette Ross (dbchampion@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 18:53:24 Comments:
75. Name: Kiana mae oya (kiana.oya@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:55:02 Comments:
76. Name: Beth Andrewes (bethandrewes@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:55:30 Comments:
77. Name: Veronica Wigre (rwigre@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:56:19
Comments: Taking care of our water resources is important to me. We have enough money. What we
need is housing for locals and care for the land.
78. Name: Mariah Honeywell (mariahhoneywell@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 18:56:43 Comments:
79. Name: Phil Hedley (hedleyphil@hotmail.com) Comments:
80. Name: Lissa Snapp (lissasnapp@gmail.com) Comments:
on 2021-08-12 18:58:00 on 2021-08-12 19:01:01
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81. Name: Barbara W Smith (barbws78@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:03:31 Comments:
82. Name: Uhane Johnson (uhanejohnson@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:07:30 Comments:
83. Name: Carol Jones (jcjones@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 19:12:25
Comments: VR benefit the owners and the county(more revenue; hotel/motel tax) and not the residents
of the island. Residents have to compete with the tourists for basic essentials on island. The pandemic
has made this much worse.
84. Name: Tobin Arden (tobinarden4@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:23:06 Comments:
85. Name: Chris Posavad (posavad@uw.edu) on 2021-08-12 19:24:31 Comments:
86. Name: Eric johnson (ericarden@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 19:27:53 Comments:
87. Name: Lichen johnson (lichenmjohnson@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:29:49 Comments:
88. Name: Kate Hanna (napaholopez@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:30:25 Comments: I do not want an
increase in vacation rental permits
89. Name: Diano Garcia (dianogarcia67@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:31:39 Comments:
90. Name: Kathleen Pallansch (kfpall@centurylink.net) on 2021-08-12 19:33:50 Comments:
91. Name: Morgan Chasson (Constylatian@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 19:34:38 Comments: I've already
sent emails to the council, this is not something that Lopez needs!
92. Name: Owen Akopiantz (owenisahappycow@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:37:44 Comments:
93. Name: SuZan Spunar (suzannneSpnar@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:45:58 Comments:
6
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94. Name: Nancy Chesnutt (nlchesnutt@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 19:54:50 Comments:
95. Name: George Hook (gmattshark@aol.com) on 2021-08-12 19:56:53 Comments:
96. Name: Heather Wink (Heawink@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:05:16 Comments:
97. Name: Nathan Hodges (n.hodges@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:14:19 Comments: Yes!
98. Name: Willow oya (willowoya@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:26:44 Comments:
99. Name: Rebecca Anglin (Squitobug@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:28:57 Comments:
100.
Name: Fred Anglin (anglinfr@outlook.com) on 2021-08-12 20:30:14 Comments:
101.
Name: Kai Sanburn (kaisanburn@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:40:24 Comments:
102.
Name: Sandra Martin (sandramartin53.sm@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:41:29 Comments:
103.
Name: Cj wilson (cjwilson@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 20:45:59 Comments:
104.
Name: Laura Danforth (lauradanforth@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:50:07 Comments:
105.
Name: Perry Heffelfinger (heffdvm@mac.com) on 2021-08-12 20:55:09 Comments:
106.
Name: Erin Bernardi (erinbernardi@me.com) on 2021-08-12 20:55:24 Comments:
107.
Name: Meredith Perry (meredithonfire@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:56:00 Comments: Please
help our island home stay as amazing and diverse as ever and keep
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our beloved restaurants open and their workers housed.
108.
Name: Sandra Louise McElroy (mandm38@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 20:56:39 Comments:
Make sure licenses are valid & up to date & paid in full! Limit amount on each island per capita so they
are balanced w/long term rentals.
109.
Name: Edwina A Albritton (albritton@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-12 21:13:00 Comments: I fully
support a cap on VR and having them expire when a property is sold. Local residents first.
110.
Name: Yahanni Willemsen (yahanniw@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 21:17:22 Comments:
111.
Name: Carey Chenoweth (rowbaot@well.com) on 2021-08-12 21:33:32 Comments:
112.
Name: Cheryl Harlan (Lopezloopy2000@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 21:41:25 Comments:
113.
Name: Erin Licata (erin.licata@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 21:41:33 Comments: I hope this is
considered county wide and beyond
114.
Name: Rick Perry (rick.perry@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 21:44:35 Comments:
115.
Name: Vaughan Williams (vaughanewilliams@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 21:49:51 Comments:
116.
Name: Kelly O'Dell (Kellyodellglass@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 21:54:31
Comments: community is made of full time residents. im so grateful to be here, thanks to all signing this
petition.
117.
Name: David Zapalac (dazapalac@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-12 22:02:35 Comments:
118.
Name: Ariella Simonian Adams (ari.simonian@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 22:16:25 Comments:
119.
Name: Debbie Tetu (debbie.tetu@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 22:55:04
Comments: Thank you for getting this petition to the people. Now hopefully the Planning Commission
will make the right decision and not be swayed by greed.
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120.
Name: Peggy Bill (peggyb.island@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 22:58:02 Comments:
121.
Name: Robin Reid (robin.reid@colostate.edu) on 2021-08-12 23:05:37
Comments: Let’s couple this great effort with a county-wide, collaborative study and then discussion on
long-term growth. Then let’s create the future we want, together, that is equitable and sustainable.
122.
Name: Jodie Snapp (j2snapp@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 23:09:05 Comments:
123.
Name: Laurie Bullock (laurielbullock@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 23:18:54 Comments:
124.
Name: Scott Finley (scofin@gmail.com) on 2021-08-12 23:53:04
Comments: We should only grant VR permits to live-in resident owners of the VR property. This would
ensure VR revenues benefit local residents,
125.
Name: Anamo Roloff (anamosequoia@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 00:00:16 Comments:
7

126.
Name: Paul Neave (edgewalker@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-13 00:27:09 Comments: Every
business on Lopez need employees, there a few to be had. Housing is the number one reason. Let’s
get this solved, our community is failing.
127.
Name: Dianne Dyer (woodsdyer5@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 01:18:42 Comments:
128.
Name: Carol Deckelbaum (carol@caroldeckelbaum.com) on 2021-08-13 01:19:31 Comments: I
fully support a cap on VR and having them expire when a property is sold.
129.
Name: Michelle McDarmont (mmcdarmont@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 01:26:41 Comments:
130.
Name: Teresa Linneman (yurtdweller@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 01:47:04 Comments:
131.
Name: CedarBough Saeji (umyang@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 02:27:14 Comments:
132.
Name: Michael Jean Peterson (jmpeterson@centurylink.net) on 2021-08-13 02:39:59
Comments:
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133.
Name: Lexi Taylor (sealexi@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 02:49:53
Comments: There should be a cap on VR and I support having them expire when the property is sold.
We must build a sustainable model if Lopez is to thrive.
134.
Name: Kendra A Lewis (ishtarmw@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 02:58:30 Comments:
135.
Name: Kirman Taylor (kirmant@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 03:20:49 Comments:
136.
Name: Emma Carter (emmacarter1@me.com) on 2021-08-13 03:36:59 Comments:
137.
Name: John Shaw (jshaw@sterlingcollege.edu) on 2021-08-13 03:44:43 Comments:
138.
Name: Janet Raab (rugrats8jr2@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:09:25 Comments:
139.
Name: Bill Raab (Billraab69@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:11:37 Comments:
140.
Name: Milla Prince (millaprince@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:14:44 Comments: Thank you for
organizing.
141.
Name: Sam Dillingham (dillingham.samantha@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:26:25 Comments:
142.
Name: Sarah Reeves (sarahdianereeves@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:28:27 Comments:
143.
Name: Carl Petterson (cepetterson@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:31:49 Comments:
144.
Name: Charlie Prince (Charles.a.prince@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:33:52 Comments:
145.
Name: jk honeywell (jkhoneywell@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 04:36:12 Comments:
146.
Name: Holly Page Bryant (powerwith1111@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 05:00:02 Comments: I
wholeheartedly agree with everything stated in this petition! We are
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experiencing "Over-Tourism" a term meaning that Tourism has flooded our Community having detrimental
effects on our Environment and our year round Community of Lopezians. This is seen in the overcrowding of
our beaches, harbors and parks. The level of garbage thrown everywhere is appalling. The most visible limit
that we have seen surpassed is the limited number of spaces on our Ferry System leading to excessively long
wait ti.es to get off Lopez which has lead to people cutting the Ferry line leaving tempera flaring. The invisible
limit that has been surpassed is our very, very limited Freshwater supply...Tourists come here and use water
like they are on the Mainland attached to huge Aquifers instead of on a tiny Island with a very small Aquifer.
There are literally oo many people using our precious freshwater that is not being replenished because we
have had very little rainfall in the last six months. The collapse of our Aquifer will not effect Tourists they will
simply go elsewhere...it would devastate us Lopezians!
We must do all we can to reduce the level of Tourists coming here to Lopez until it is back to the level that
does not adversely effect our Community or the very precious Natural Environment we live within. County
Council PLEASE pay attention to us!! There is a definite limit to the number of Tourists that you can cram onto
Lopez without destroying our Lopezian quality of life...and that level has already been surpassed! Stop issuing
VR Permits...of ALL KINDS on Lopez and stop allowing indefinite time limits on VRs.
Thank you for hearing us! Holly Page Bryant
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147.
Name: Lynn Nansen-Dale (lynn.nansendale@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 05:05:58 Comments:
We live next to a very popular VR operated by a non-resident inheritor. VR permits should not be
transferable to new owners. This should be a family home.
148.
Name: Shannon Hoffman (shannonmh@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-13 05:11:16 Comments:
149.
Name: Arthur Korse (artkorse@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 05:15:01 Comments:
150.
Name: Jean Perry (vortexcafe@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-13 05:22:09 Comments:
151.
Name: Mehgan Alexandra (alexandramehgan@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 05:27:47 Comments:
152.
Name: Richard Seubert (kellybree1@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-13 05:30:30 Comments: A real
estate tax reduction for long term rentals would help keep rents down.
153.
Name: T Cloud (tiffmh@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-13 06:36:27
Comments: I am a former Lopez Island resident who moved due to lack of housing. While employed
and living on Lopez Island one creative housing option I tried due to the shortage was a small shared
space on a 22' boat. Lopez Island would benefit from fostering a community in which it's residents and
workforce have access to housing and other resources.
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154.
Name: Lamb Kendra (kllambo@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-13 07:13:18 Comments:
155.
Name: Gregory Tuai (gregtuai@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 07:31:36 Comments:
156.
Name: Laura Sage (bettycolevintage@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 07:45:39 Comments:
157.
Name: Joan Gouge (wanderertextiles@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 15:06:10 Comments:
158.
Name: Mycah Kraushaar (mycah.kraushaar@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-13 15:30:45 Comments:
159.
Name: Peter Kuentzel (kp223@bellsouth.net) on 2021-08-13 15:59:13 Comments:
160.
Name: Ann Marie Fischer (monsoon3789@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 16:03:55 Comments: Let
us be wise and cautious in this very important matter, and put into place the recommendations of this
letter. Thank you to all who have worked on it.
161.
Name: Elizabeth Valluzzi (fiddlehead3@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 16:14:41 Comments:
162.
Name: Lawrence Moulton (lmoulton@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-13 16:38:22 Comments:
163.
Name: Jules mcleland (julesmcl@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-13 16:38:32 Comments: We do
not need more vacation rentals on Lopez as we need more long term rentals.
164.
Name: Connie Holz (connieholz@rocketmail.com) on 2021-08-13 17:55:26 Comments: VR do
not make for good neighbors; I have one near me with absentee owners and it has made ours quiet
area not so quiet. They are there for their good time with little or no respect for the neighbors. Please
have a time limit for VR and limit them more than they are currently.
Please help Lopez be more sustainable and livable by capping VR.
165.
Name: Colin Brumfield (ctbfield@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 18:08:53 Comments:
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166.
Name: Michael Vossen (tradermick@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-13 18:55:41 Comments: Less is
more
167.
Name: Linda Bigos (lisoeky@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-13 19:14:47 Comments:
168.
Name: Housing Lopez (housinglopez@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 20:08:14 Comments:
Although developing new housing is critical to solving the affordable rental housing crisis, maintaining
the existing supply of rentals is also a necessary part of the puzzle; the cost of replacing a long term
rental lost to conversion to a vacation rental is very high. The total development cost for each of the six
units in our first development project, for instance, is approximately $360,000 -- some of which was
funded by County dollars.
We urge the County to make forward-thinking decisions and to ensure that Lopez works for all of us.
169.
170.

Name: Barbara Schultheiss (BARBARA.MACHON.SCHULTHEISS@GMAIL.COM) Comments:
Name: Scott Pinegar (scottpinegar89@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 20:22:56 Comments:

on 2021-0
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171.
Name: Steve Van Vleet (svanvleet321@msn.com) on 2021-08-13 21:00:07 Comments: Would
like to see VRs more tightly regulated in the islands. The needs of the community should come first.
172.
Name: Pat Kuentzel (patkuentzel@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 21:15:06 Comments:
173.
Name: Birte Falconer (birte.falconer@comcast.net) on 2021-08-13 21:35:10 Comments:
Vacation rentals have reduced rental capacity for year round working residents with disastrous results
and needs to be tightly controlled.
174.
Name: Heike U (heikeu@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 22:32:57 Comments:
175.
Name: Terry A (archer23@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 22:34:02 Comments:
176.
Name: Eden Zillioux (barberryhead@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 22:58:21 Comments:
177.
Name: Elizabeth Landrum (ezlandrum@gmail.com) on 2021-08-13 23:30:12
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Comments:
178.
Name: Valerie green (vgreen1130@gmail.com) Comments:
179.
Name: Gary Lawrence (galawrence@gmail.com) Comments:
180.
Name: Cynthia Smith (cyndi@smithscribe.com)
Comments: San Juan county residents' needs must come before real estate investors and AirBnB
tourists. Please help us build our local economy and community and support residents in their search
for full time, stable housing by limiting short term rentals. Selling off Lopez is very short-sighted.
181.
Name: Ron Smith (ron@smithscribe.com) on 2021-08-14 01:29:26 Comments:
182.
Name: Alwyn Jones (kiwikidaj2@gmail.com) on 2021-08-14 02:37:44 Comments:
183.
Name: Asha Lela (ashalela@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-14 02:45:28
Comments: WE need the Planning Commission to pay attention to how vacation rentals are creating an
unsustainable situation for this small island. Your decision is crucial in protecting our values of strong
community and economic equality.
184.
Name: Janet Marshall (terrajan@earthlink.net) on 2021-08-14 03:09:02 Comments:
185.
Name: Brian Rick (brianarick@gmail.com) on 2021-08-14 03:58:18 Comments:
186.
Name: Ana malinoff (anamalinoff@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-14 06:18:25 Comments:
187.
Name: Wendy Mickle (WENTRAV@YAHOO.COM) on 2021-08-14 07:01:44 Comments:
188.
Name: Deborah Bonnville (Deb4beach@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-14 12:45:09 Comments:
Impact on our precious water and island so important.
189.
Name: Geoffrey Heard (integritymatters07@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-14 14:42:23 Comments:
on 2021-08-13 23:34:37 on 2021-08-14 00:45:55
on 2021-08-14 01:02:29
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190.
Name: Alan Roberson (alanhroberson@gmail.com) on 2021-08-14 14:43:13 Comments:
191.
Name: Ann Palmer (apalmer123@msn.com) on 2021-08-14 14:49:12 Comments: I agree. Let's
pause the VRs while we consider all the issues.
192.
193.
194.

Name: Hannah Coffman (hgcoffman@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: Laramie Shields (laramie38@hotmail.com) Comments:
Name: Sally Davis Heard (sallymonster@me.com) Comments:

on 2021-08-14 15:15:04 on 2021-08-14 15:20:49 on 2021-08-14 15:35:09
195.
Name: Summer moon scriver (summer@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-14 16:23:25 Comments:
Thank you for looking at the bigger picture and prioritizing our ecosystem, environment and long time
residences Over the $$$$ of tourism.
196.
Name: Irene Skyriver (isky@rockislan.com) on 2021-08-14 16:27:58 Comments:
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197.
Name: Kathryn Thomas (swiftbay@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-14 17:07:51 Comments:
198.
Name: Rick Strachan (bakerview247@icloud.com) on 2021-08-14 17:19:08 Comments: I refer
you to my earlier comments.
Thank you.
Rick
199.
Name: Karen Eames (kkeames@gmail.com) on 2021-08-14 17:59:32
Comments: I am deeply concerned that the pressure on our invaluable local businesses due to
vacation rentals may cause many of them to close. We need to prioritize housing for our teachers, our
essential service personnel and local families who need permanent housing. The divide between the
huge, fancy houses that are cropping up along our shores but left empty nearly all year, and what is
available to our local families is unsustainable and wasteful. Let's return to our core values and honor
the special Salish Sea on which we reside.
200.
Name: Lori L Taylor (wavelady@gmail.com) on 2021-08-14 18:34:13
Comments: Please consider the long-term effects of more population in our fragile home.
201.
Name: Kaycee (kaycee_916@hotmail.com) on 2021-08-14 19:07:55 Comments:
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202.
Name: Benling Wong (benlingwong@gmail.com) on 2021-08-14 22:59:07 Comments:
203.
Name: Leslie Redtree (ellamarshadow@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 01:22:57 Comments:
204.
Name: KAREN GILBERT (karengilbert@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-15 04:05:13 Comments:
Please don't allow any more vacation rentals on Lopez than we already have. Thank you.
205.
Name: Wendy Westervelt (wendyreikidoula@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 04:09:37 Comments:
206.
Name: Bob Gerfy (rgerfy@interisland.net) on 2021-08-15 04:26:45 Comments:
207.
Name: Chris Greacen (chrisgreacen@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 04:39:47 Comments:
208.
Name: Allan Tamm (allan@allantamm.net) on 2021-08-15 04:54:03
Comments: These recommendations are worthy of consideration and have my support, especially the
1st sentence of #4 although the 2nd sentence strikes me as non-sequitur because nobody needs a VR
permit to rent rooms within their own homes for periods of 30 days or longer.
209.
210.
211.

Name: Nikola Chopra (nikolaparo@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: Corrie Haight (corriehaight@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: Karl Mielke (kmielke@huskers.unl.edu) Comments:

on 2021-08-15 04:59:44 on 2021-08-15 05:20:56
on 2021-08-15 05:50:30
212.
Name: Marcia deChadenedes (mdechade@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 05:52:28 Comments:
213.
Name: Rhea Yvonne Miller (deepsong@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-15 12:35:55 Comments:
These are turning point times, not times for business as usual. We must navigate a different course.
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214.
Name: Henning Sehmsdorf (henning@sshomestead.org) on 2021-08-15 13:52:45 Comments:
215.
Name: Elizabeth Simpson (sshomestead@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-15 13:55:06 Comments:
216.
Name: Lark Dalton (larkdalton@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 14:09:03 Comments:
217.
Name: Aimee Nassoiy (anassoiy@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-15 14:20:48
Comments: It is time to take a pause and reassess the needs of our island home. I am particularly
concerned about increased use of our relatively finite aquifer. We definitely need to assess the impacts
and benefits of increasing tourism here.
218.
Name: Cynthia Dilling (seraphim@rockisland.com) on 2021-08-15 14:27:44 Comments:
219.
Name: Kristin Fernald (kfernald.home@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 14:41:25 Comments: Our
island community is overly stressed with its resources on all levels as things are right now. Pausing and
11

coming up with clear and effective solutions to keep our community in better balance is essential at this
time.
220.
Name: Nancy Ewerrt (nancyewert@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 14:58:43 Comments:
221.
Name: ANDE FINLEY (ANDEFINLEY@GMAIL.COM) on 2021-08-15 15:45:24 Comments:
222.
Name: bob smith (txboob@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-15 15:50:16 Comments:
223.
224.
225.

Name: Pat Meacham (fishbay83@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: Kelli Carrier (kellihw1005@gmail.com) Comments:
Name: Patricia Boesen (patricia@boesen.me) Comments:

on 2021-08-15 16:17:16 on 2021-08-15 16:18:24
on 2021-08-15 16:27:06
226. Name: Bruce Creps (bruce@notablewoods.com) on 2021-08-15 17:12:25
Comments: It feels like the Wild West of vacation rentals here on Lopez. The surge of unplanned VRs in the
past 5-7 years undermines the concept of land-use planning. We're
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experiencing depletion of our limited affordable housing, stressed businesses and workers, increased traffic,
ferry overloads, nighttime noise, aquifer drawdown, and natural- resource overload. Planning for community
needs and a sustainable future is first and foremost. Please cap at 130 or decrease Lopez VRs. We are
overloaded. Thank you.
227.
Name: Judith Koehler (judithclimbs@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 17:32:06 Comments:
228.
Name: Huck Phillips (huckphil@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-15 18:10:48 Comments:
229.
Name: Thea Schifter (thea@zumzizeroo.com) on 2021-08-15 18:27:59 Comments:
230.
Name: Steve Snowden (snow1157b@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 18:31:39 Comments: At the
start of 2020 the average selling price of property in San Juan County was about 10% over the county's
assessed value. After nearly a billion dollars worth of sales in the last year and a half, properties are
now going at about 60% over the assessed value. Affordable housing is clearly a major problem and
we need a coherent and well thought out policy concerning vacation rentals that protects the quality of
life of Lopezians.
231.
Name: Leonard Schifter (handsusa@zumzizeroo.com) on 2021-08-15 18:50:47 Comments: I
support reasonable and logical resolutions to these issues, and they cannot be found without looking
into and considering the big picture which includes all significant players, residents, business owners,
VR owners, visitors, and the environment.
232.
Name: Liz Lafferty (lizzilaff@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 18:52:17
Comments: First, County Council, thank you for putting the moratorium in place. I applaud your
commitment to better understand the long term impacts of VR before taking any action. And, for your
courage to be in office during a time of cascading catastrophes. Lopezians are united in our concern for
the wellbeing of our community and the island itself. Climate chaos and the life shattering devastation
that goes with it has arrived. The past will no longer tell us what we can count on in the future. Now is a
time to protect what we cannot restore, rejuvenate, or easily rebuild-- our community and the natural
world. I implore you to act as if our house is on fire, for surely it is. May wisdom accompany your
dreams and decisions.
233.
Name: Khorsian Blanc-Ridings (khorsian@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 19:44:03 Comments:
234.
Name: Karen Smaalders (ksmaalders@me.com) on 2021-08-15 20:36:29 Comments:
235.
Name: JEFF DAGGETT (daggettjm@aol.com) on 2021-08-15 20:41:57
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Comments: We believe the number of short term rentals is unsustainable. We have two near us and they
frequently cut through our yard going to the beach in spite of no trespassing signs. We are on an aquifer and
the renters frequently have more than the allotted number of residents at the homes with an overuse of water.
236.
Name: Alina Simpson (Lotusawakeningmassage@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 22:02:45
Comments:
237.
Name: Uma Chopra (umaazul3@gmail.com) on 2021-08-15 22:24:45 Comments:
238.
Name: Eric Blaser (evolvingeric@yahoo.com) on 2021-08-16 01:29:33 Comments:
239.
240.

Name: pamela weeks (pamweeks@comcast.net) Comments:
Name: Elke Hirlehei (elkepaula13@gmail.com) Comments:

Letter from Local Business owner Jean Perry
Dear Planning Commission,
This is the 26th summer that my year round business has operated on Lopez and there is no doubt that this is the most
challenging and least rewarding season I have ever experienced. Increased tourism, as well as the change over time of the
kinds of people visiting the island, have made operating within the restaurant infrastructure that our seasonal economy can
support nearly impossible. (That is, our year round income cannot possibly support the size of facilities we would need to
handle summer volume.) We are completely overwhelmed with people, some of whom have chosen us carefully or have
eaten here for years, and some who are just looking for a meal, someplace that is open. Our local and regular customers
wait ridiculous amounts of time for food, sometimes even if they have called ahead. Our quality control is compromised,
our ability to have specials or accommodate deviations from the menu is curtailed, and our spirits are brutalized with
every day that demands more of us than we can comfortably provide. Beyond this, the increase in sales does not mean an
increase in income: chaos, mistakes, needing to purchase supplies at retail prices when we run out, offering consolation
prizes in the form of drinks, appetizers, or baked goods for inordinate wait times, stress on refrigeration, the need for extra
labor that is unskilled and lacking in judgement, and the sheer volume of labor necessary to keep moving forward all
contribute to a very marginal increase in profit for a small business like mine, while wearing greatly on our energies and
outlook.
As to the labor force situation, my business was open 60 hours/week during the summer of 2012. For the last several
years, the most we have been able to manage is 20 hours/week, due entirely to the lack of available labor, especially
people who stay at the job long enough to become skilled. I consider this to be mainly a result of the lack of affordable
housing for service workers whether long or short term, and the addition of more vacation rental permits can only make
this situation worse. But I would also consider the gradual increase in property values and the growing imbalance between
people who require services and those who provide them to also contribute greatly to this problem. Many of my longer
term workers have migrated to higher paying jobs in landscaping, housekeeping, or elder care. Because the cost of
housing is so high, it is no surprise that people need to work at the highest paying jobs they can find, and there are plenty
of people of abundant resources who can pay much higher wages than any restaurant. Those of us who are trying to serve
food in this environment find we have constant turnover and spend untold hours training people who will not be staying
long. Serving really good food in a pleasant environment cannot be done with only unskilled labor. The few people who
are available to work are pressed into service at multiple places. It has become almost a competition sport to find workers
and manage their availabilities. My work force this summer is comprised entirely of people who live with their families.
This does not make for a stable or well trained staff, and there is no doubt that the quality of our offerings and also our
work environment suffers because of this.
The situation with the ferries this summer has become almost impossible to negotiate as a business. I have stopped even
attempting to go to the mainland for supplies, and am paying very high shipping costs to order items like paper products
online. It is difficult to imagine that visitors would choose to return to the islands after some of the experiences I have
heard about this summer. Friends routinely take two or even three days for medical appointments, some of them buying
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RVs to make staying overnight on the mainland feasible. While ferry staffing (or lack thereof) is responsible for much of
this, increasing the number of vacation rentals can only exacerbate the situation.
In all these ways I believe that we have reached--or passed--the tipping point of benefits to be gained from tourism in the
islands vs. the detriments. Every Monday and Tuesday, when we are in the restaurant preparing for the deluge of
customers who show up on Wednesday through Saturday when we are open, we face a constant stream of people looking
for a meal that is not available anywhere. Some are disappointed, and others are outright angered that there is so little
available to them. There is a degree of disingenuousness to advertising the islands as appealing destinations when there is
so little to offer in the way of eating--much less dining--options. I cannot even number the conversations that I have had
with visitors who were perplexed and irritated by the restaurant situation on the island, and it is at no small cost to my
own time that I make the effort to explain the constraints involved. This is not a sustainable situation, and for myself, the
constant challenge of providing a service against the odds with untrained and inexperienced help is deeply dispiriting and
greatly undermines the joys of providing local foods to appreciative visitors. Looking across the landscape of eateries on
Lopez, I can easily imagine that several of us entrepreneurs would abandon the struggle if it became even a little bit more
difficult.
Jean Perry
Vortex Cafe and Juice Bar
Lopez Island
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